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A PSYCHOLINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF WORLD LEADERS’
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Abstract:
This study aims to examine authentic discourses of eight country leaders, in two different periods of
the COVID-19 context, in order to analyze how their authenticity traits and emotional tone might
have changed between February and April of 2020 and according to the updated pandemic numbers
of each country. Countries and their leaders were selected based on the West and East
representation of the North Hemisphere and with no ethnicity concepts attached. It was developed a
specific dictionary for this psycholinguistic analysis based in the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC 2015, v. 1.6.0. 2019) and the original version created for this trial study was administered to
establish the segmentation and codification of 16 international discourses, focusing leadership and
COVID-19 as new contexts. The texts were coded considering the linguistic dimensions and
psychological categories. After the dataset of 39 073 words concluded, correlation was computed to
link linguistic samples with low/high emotional properties (and taking into account the linguistic style
of the country’ leaders). The word count will not be addressed attending to lexicon frequency,
grammar organization and syntax properties of the eight languages. The samples revealed
psycholinguistic controversy registered in the two sessions of the leaders’ discourses. Results for
authenticity have shown that the cases of US, UK and France were more authentic, contrary to
Russian and Chinese leaders’ discourses. The emotional tone was low and negative (< .50) for the
discourses of Spain and Russian Presidents, by comparing to their peers. The discourse analysis by
using automated methodologies such as LIWC enhances the correct comprehension and detects the
locus of misinformation about the COVID-19 measures and phases. That misinformation, when
observed, refers to likely mixed messaging used by individuals to prevent the collapse of their
government respecting the impact of their discourses on the public opinion. We will discuss the data
obtained concerning the results for different emotional response of the eight leaders and controlling
for variables such as the culture and socioeconomic background of the country of origin.
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Review of the paper
Peer Learning through Pedagogical Observation in Driving
Teacher Education in Norway

Topic
Is the topic relevant to the journal area of interest? Is it contemporary and interesting for
researchers?
very good
Written comment:
Yes, the topic is relevant, contemporary and interesting for researchers

Abstract + Keywords
Are all required components included in the abstract? Are the keywords appropriately chosen?
very good
Written comment:
Yes, the abstract requires all components, the JEL codes are appropriately chosen.

Goal
Is the goal explicitly stated in the Introduction? Is its formulation clear and unambiguous?
very good
Written comment:
Yes, the goal is explicitly stated in Introduction.

Structure
Is the paper´s structure coherent? Is it in coherence with the goal of the paper?
very good
Written comment:
Yes, the paper´s structure is coherent with the structure needed of the paper. There are
parts of Introduction, Methodology, Discussion and Conclusion. 

Tools and Methods
Are methods the author uses adequate and well used?
very good
Written comment:
Yes, the author´s methods are adequate, the methodology is good described. There are
results of authors ‘analyses.

Discussion and Conclusion
Is it related to the results presented before? Do you consider them as coherent? 
very good
Written comment:
Yes, there are presented discussion, specific recommendations, and conclusion reflect
presented results.

Literature
Does the author utilize relevant literature? 
very good
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Written comment:
The author utilizes relevant literature, 27 books and journals are cited. 

Author´s knowledge
What is the level of author´s knowledge? Does he/she utilize all recent contributions relevant to
the topic? 
very good
Written comment:
The level of author´s knowledge is good. It was utilized recent contributions relevant to
this topic.

Length
Is the length of the paper adequate to the significance of the topic? Do you suggest shortening the
paper without losing its value? 
very good
Written comment:
The length of the paper is adequate, 14 pages.

Figures and Tables
Does the author use them suitably? Are legend and notations clear? 
very good
Written comment:
Tables and figures are clear.

Writing style
Is it clear and understandable?? 
very good
Written comment:
Yes, the text is clear and understandable.

Further comments on the paper:
Recommendation: Add 2 citation of any papers of Journal of IISES, 2 citation of papers in journal
in database Scopus or Web of Science. 

Recommendation
Y - Suitable to be published
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